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A Tribute to Michelle Lang

The theme of this newsletter is HOPE IN MOTION. Hope 

is a dynamic and integral part of our everyday  activities 

when we strive for change. We are honoured to dedicate 

this newsletter to Michelle Lang, the young, bright  Calgary 

 journalist who recently and tragically lost her life while 

 covering the Canadian military activities near Kandahar.   

Michelle had met with our members as she was planning to 

visit several of the CW4WAfghan projects mentioned in this 

newsletter. She wanted to cover a much under-reported side 

of what is happening in Afghanistan and how Afghan men, 

women and children are pushing forward to bring education 

to their  communities and to work together to pull their country 

out of the horrors of the past. Michelle was one of the many 

 remarkable Canadians helping to make it happen.

      For Michelle, and with 

great respect for all who have 

lost their lives in Afghanistan, 

to their families and friends, 

please know that their 

courageous actions are the 

real HOPE for a better world 

for us all.



Canadians can foster change in the world.
Be a part of the global effort for justice and human rights.

Canadian Women for Women in afghanistan

National Office: PO Box 86016 Marda Loop 
Calgary, AB  T2T 6B7  403 244-5625

Canadian Women for Women in Afghanistan  is a 
 volunteer not-for-prof it organization founded in 1996 
with twelve  chapters across Canada. The goals are 
to  advance  education and  educational  oppor tunit ies 
for Afghan  women and their  families; and to  engage 
and inform Canadians about  human r ights in 
Afghanistan.

Contact Us:

Info@CW4WAfghan.ca

Membership@CW4WAfghan.ca

BreakingBread@CW4WAfghan.ca

ForEducators@CW4WAfghan.ca

Web s i te:  w w w.CW4WAfghan.ca
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This newsletter is produced and distributed by  CW4WAfghan volunteers  
to engage and inform Canadians.   CW4WAfghan acknowledges the

 f inancial support of the  Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA).  
March 2010.
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Educators’ Resource - Understanding Human Rights in 
 Afghanistan:  Canadian Students as  Global Citizens
Visit www.CW4WAfghan.ca  FOR EDUCATORS for full 
details and to download this free resource.
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A Message from CW4WAfghan

In early October 2009, approximately 
90 members and supporters of 
 CW4WAfghan from all across Canada 
joined together in Vancouver over two 
and a half days to dialogue on the 
 issues affecting Afghan women and 
their families. Focusing on education, 
these workshops were designed to 
engage  Canadians in understanding 
the  importance of education for women 
and girls in  Afghanistan. The event was 
 undertaken with the financial support 
of the  Government of Canada provided 
through the Canadian International 
 Development Agency (CIDA). 

The CW4WAfghan Board members and 
network particularly want to express 
heartfelt thanks to our Afghan guests 
for their important insights and for their 
commitment to ensuring our Canadian 
support is significantly improving 
the lives of Afghan women and their 
families. 

Our members are often asked “but why 
Afghanistan and how did this all begin?” 
We took action over twelve years ago, 
long before 9/11 when Afghanistan 
leapt onto the front pages of our 
newspapers. It started when we first 
read an inspiring article by  Canadian 
award-winning journalist and author, 
Sally Armstrong. Many have heard 
this story of how we were immediately 
shocked into action reading about the 
impossible conditions of human rights 
for women and girls in Afghanistan. 

Little did we know at that time that this 
was both a personal and professional 
life-changing moment. It was a moment 
of awareness and there was no going 
back. We felt a personal responsibility 
to learn more and get involved. Other 
 Canadians were on a similar path 

(9,000 letters were written to the 
Canadian Government in response 
to this  article) and subsequently our 
grassroots movement of Canadian 
Women for  Women in Afghanistan 
was underway (for the full history, 
visit www.CW4WAfghan.ca WHO WE 
ARE: HISTORY).

Since those early beginnings, 
 today hundreds of members and 
 thousands of supporters in Canada 
have joined together in solidarity 
and support for the women of 
 Afghanistan through our unique 
volunteer organization. We now 
have twelve chapters across 
Canada and our members all 
share a long-term commitment to 
 advancing education for Afghan 
women and their families.

In 2006, Sally Armstrong told an 
audience that included young Alaina 
Podmorow, “the worst thing you 
can do is nothing at all.”  These 
words  inspired Alaina to launch 
Little Women for Little Women 
in Afghanistan (see page 32), a 
dynamic and passionate youth 
movement who are making change 
happen.” 

Throughout this newsletter you will 
read messages from our delegates 
that articulate the ‘powerful surge’ 
in our collaborative, collective and 
individual efforts for change, as 
 members of our communities. 

Join Us!
 

On behalf of the Board of  
Directors and Chapter Network

Carolyn Reicher   Janice Eisenhauer
President              Executive Director
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H ope in Motion: A Power ful Surge

In our 2009 Newsletter, “Courage to Learn: Education for Afghan Women & Girls”, 
we talked about what has given all of us strength and  energy for this work over the 
last decade. We have learned while working together as a grassroots network of 
Canadians that hope is not a passive thing but something embedded in our actions:

“Wield hope like an axe.” As Rebecca Solnit explains in her book, 
Hope in the Dark, “hope in the midst of tension isn’t like clutching 
a lottery ticket on the sofa, feeling lucky; hope is an axe you break 
down doors with, in an emergency. Hope isn’t an insurance policy; it 
is a powerful surge. It is an action.”

Recently at our workshop series held in Vancouver, Lauryn Oates, Project 
 Director and co-founder of CW4WAfghan, helped delegates understand this 
depth of HOPE in our work and how it ties to ACTION, not just dreams.
Lauryn addressed the  CW4WAfghan delegates at the opening ceremonies:

“As people who spend a good 
deal of time thinking about, 
 talking about, and worrying over 
 Afghanistan and the people who 
live there, we are inundated with 
the difficult images that come 
along with that. 
     At a unique time in our history as 
an organization, where the issue we 
work on happens to be the  issue of 
the day, on the news, with our troops 
on the ground, and a  massive effort 
mounted there, funded by  Canadian 
 taxpayers, we have to always pass 
through that first outer layer of 
i nformation about this    country that 
is always the first  encounter with 
 Afghanistan--the news of suicide 
bombings, Canadian soldiers killed, 
unspeakable acts of violence against 
women, the loss of precious  Canadian 
aid workers, kidnappings,  appalling 
 human development statistics, the 
wrath of fundamentalism and the 
 consequences of where thirty years of 
war leaves a small, poor country. 

     But we wade through that first layer 
and we get to the second, and to the 
third, until we are inside of it and we 
know there is much more to the story. 
We know, there is reason to hope.
    Yet we still must walk through that 
first layer over and over again, and it 
always burns our skin a little. We felt the 
burn when we lost our friend, aid worker 
Jackie Kirk last year, and we felt it when 
school girls in Kandahar were attacked 
with acid. We felt it when President 
 Karzai passed an unconstitutional law 
that subjugates the rights of Afghan 
Shia women, and we felt it every time 
a  Canadian soldier was killed on the 
ground. It takes a toll. 
    So today, and beyond, we need to 
focus on the centre, the core and that’s 
where we’re going to stay.
    We are going to talk about hope, 
 because it’s the fuel of what we do.”

                                       Cont’d. page 7
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Cont’d. from page 6

We feel the burn again this year, 2010, with the nightly news  bringing 
 unbearable stories of further losses of lives, both Afghan and 
 Canadian. It more than takes its toll and each time we must reach to 
the core, the centre where hope rests. 

We are fueled by our actions—Canadians working in solidarity with 
the women of Afghanistan—and it is a powerful surge.

Janice Eisenhauer
Executive Director

C W4WAfghan Project  Par tners In Afghanistan

Our vision for CW4WAfghan has always been to respond to the needs of 
Afghan women by listening to their voices, their needs. This has been the 
 approach since  CW4WAfghan first began building relationships and fund-
ing projects working with Afghan partner organizations. These Afghan not-
for-profit  organizations seek to improve the lives of women and girls directly 
within their communities. With our help, they have started schools for girls, 
built libraries, orphanages, internet cafes, and launched skills training, literacy 
and  computer courses. The needs and priorities of the beneficiaries of these 
projects --  the women and girls in Afghanistan--must guide all of our work at 
CW4WAfghan. Please see www.CW4WAfghan.ca and select PROJECTS.
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CW4WAfghan Mission: Canadian volunteers taking  action, in 
partnership with Afghan women,  towards improving conditions 
of human rights, ending women’s oppression, and providing 
 opportunities for Afghan women to live their lives with dignity, 
certainty and purpose.

Partner: Afghan Women Welfare Department (AWWD)
Project: Diploma Information Technology (DIT)
CW4WAfghan Donor Support: US$6,000 2009
Location: Afghan refugee communities in Peshawar, Pakistan
Beneficiaries: 50 Afghan female students (18-40 years) 
Activities: Two hour classes in am and pm; 5 days/ week for 10 
months.

Afghan Female Graduates  
Diploma Information Program  

Key Project Objectives:
• To train 50 Afghan women on different infor mation 
technologies. 
• To provide opportunity for Afghan women and girls 
to have access to new technologies in order to find 
 employment and further access to information.
• To help Afghan women with developing special skills 
and new sources of employment.
• To enable Afghan women to be actively involved in the 
 reconstruction of their country.
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Jamila Akberzai was a very special 
guest speaker at the  Vancouver 
Conference, the only Afghan in 
 attendance to come directly to us 
from Afghanistan. The two other 
speakers, who were to have come 
from Afghanistan were unable to 
attend because their promised 
 Canadian visas, at the last minute, 
were not available, a great disappoint-
ment to all. We were to have heard 
directly from both Mohammad Raouf 
Ahmadi, our program coordinator in 
the Kabul office, and  Mohammad 
Ishaq Faizi, founder of the Dara 
 Village Library. 

Jamila spoke with great strength and 
dignity about her work over the last 
20 years, working in refugee camps 
in both Afghanistan and Pakistan. 
In 1989 she founded one of the first 
local  Afghan non-profit organizations 
led by women, the Afghan Women’s 
Welfare Department (AWWD).

Through AWWD, as she explained, 
Jamila has been able to train 15,000 
women, giving them classes in litera-
cy,  human rights, hygiene, computer 
skills, and employment opportunities. 
In  Jalalabad, the AWWD offers legal 
aid to women with family issues.

Jamila shared the stories of three 
 individual women who are involved 
with the AWWD programmes; these 
stories struck deeply with the audi-
ence. She prefaced the stories with a 
description of a literacy project she had 
run in 1993 to show how far AWWD 
has come in their movement towards 
 creating spaces where women’s rights 
matter in Afghanistan. This literacy 
project was set up in a  refugee camp 
outside Peshawar. There was great 
 skepticism by some in the area about 
what AWWD was doing, what they were 
teaching these illiterate women. Jamila 
 eventually convinced the leaders from 
the two different  factions in the area 
that teaching these women to read was 
going to be a good thing for everyone!

The first woman she spoke of was 
Gazela.1 At 13 years of age, Gazela 
had been working as a servant for very 
little pay and food. Another young girl 
already  enrolled in the literacy project 
told  Gazela how she could get both pay 
and food money if she joined the  project. 
Gazela is now in Grade 11 and she 
sends the message “Let’s help others. 
The mind of some is like a dark room!”

Cont’d. page 11

Jamila Akberzai:  Afghan Women Making Change 
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Marjan Nazer:
Omid-e-mirmun Orphanage

Participants at the workshops had a  delightful 
Friday evening gathering together at the 
historic Hycroft Manor, the club house of the 
University Women’s Club who co-hosted 
the event with Canadian Women for Women 
in Afghanistan. The  attendees enjoyed the 
elegant sweep of lawn and gardens behind the 
house and the magnificent views of Vancouver 
skyline, as well as the  refreshments and hors 
d’oeuvres on the lower floor of the stately 
manor–some attendees even learned new line 
dancing steps! A dinner of both Afghan and West 
Coast cuisine followed, with Vancouver’s own 
entertainer, Julia Spitale, serenading the diners.

Guests were treated to a very heartfelt and entertaining presentation by  Marjan 
Nazer following the dinner. Marjan is an Afghan Canadian who is studying for 
a  degree in Microbiology and Immunology at UBC.  Marjan spoke about her 
 experience this past  summer visiting the Omid–e-mirmun Orphanage in Kabul.

Having left Afghanistan at the age of five, Marjan was anxious to reconnect with her 
country of origin and to help. Throughout her stay with the girls at the  orphanage, 
Marjan found the girls very outgoing and  energetic. She described how happy they 
were to see her each morning. Marjan witnessed how their lives were so different 
from the very difficult times in their young lives before they arrived at the orphanage. 
Many of these girls have living parents or relatives who cannot afford to keep them 
at home. Now,  together as a  family, they eat well, play safely together and go to 
school. They write stories about themselves in English. The girls are very close to 
one another as a family, and they count on each other like the best of sisters. 

Marjan’s experience with these girls was very, very positive. “They are so full of 
hope and energy…and so motivated! They don’t let anything get them down,” said 
Marjan. “They are so grateful to be going to school. They get four hours’  instruction 
a day, and for them that’s a lot!” In addition to the public schooling, they have visits 
from two teachers to help with their English and their studies.

Marjan closed her presentation by saying that the Vancouver 
 chapter of  CW4WAfghan has started a scholarship fund to bring 
one or more of the girls to Canada for their education. Marjan 
said, “They have all these dreams and hopes.” The efforts of the 
 CW4WAfghan Vancouver Chapter may one day  contribute to 
 fulfilling some of those hopes and dreams.

Julia Spitale, Vancouver  
Singer, Song-writer
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Cont’d. from page 9  
Jamila Akberzai: Afghan Women  
Making Change

The second story was of Nadia, 15, 
who joined the literacy project and 
was beaten by her brother for doing 
so.  Later, when her mother fell sick, 
she wrote her brother who was in 
the Punjab at the time doing leather 
work. She wrote to advise him of 
his  mother’s illness and he was so 
 impressed with his sister’s letter that 
he  became an advocate for women’s 
literacy.

Finally, Jamila told the story of Shadia 
who lost her father to the Taliban and 
moved to Peshawar. She came to the 

AWWD and learned that the fee for 
classes was $1 a month, which was 
more than she could afford. The fee 
was waived and she attended classes, 
 graduating in English and computer 
skills. Shadia is currently an English 
teacher supporting her family with 
 future plans to complete a degree. 

Between 2002-2009, a total of 2,000 
girls and women have graduated 
from  English, literacy, and computer 
skills  training at AWWD. This would 
not have been  possible, said Jamila, 
 without the ongoing financial support 
of  CW4WAfghan. 

1. Gazela is a fictitious name for security reasons.

Omid-e-mirmun Girls 
photos courtesy of Leslie Knott
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M arianne O’Grady: The See-Saw in the Playground- -
Education in Afghanistan

Marianne O’Grady, an American Educator and Teacher Trainer, has returned to 
Afghanistan each year for the past seven years to work with teachers. She is also 
an education consultant for the CW4WAfghan’s two-year CIDA funded Excel-
 erate Teacher Training Program in northern Kabul. Marianne spoke to delegates 
after dinner at the Hycroft Manor:

“I don’t want to belittle the challenges in Afghanistan with the title of my 
presentation: ‘The See-Saw in the Playground’.  Instead, I want to bring 
us all back to our younger days when things seemed easier and life was 
 defined by ‘a good day’ or ‘a bad day’ on the playground.

Some days, after 25 years on recess duty, I think that the playground 
 mimics the real world or vice versa. Either way, the same sort of stuff 
that happens on a playground prepares those kids for the world they 
live in. There’s the action on the basketball court – large motor, large 
 personalities, large conflicts, and large numbers of kids. Perhaps like the 
corporate world there are intricate negotiations, rules bent, rules bro-
ken, and lots of kids are there hoping there’s no grown-up nearby! Then 
there’s the climbing structure – lots of folks racing to the top, others 
 dangling around down at the bottom, chatting about stuff that only they are 
 interested in. It reminds me a bit of the university world, both faculty and 
students. Everyone’s on their own little bar, hanging by their legs. Then 
there’s the government world hanging around gossiping, pointing fingers, 
hoping they are going to be more popular than others. And finally, there are 
always the kids who play puppy and dramatic imaginative play–the creative 
world–graphic artists, entrepreneurs, designers.

Then there’s the see-saw in the playground: the ups and downs, highs 
and lows, an activity that requires more than one – the teachers and the 
 students working together. You may like one end or the other – the up or 
the down. There are reasons for liking both – good view, free from any 
 effort, top of the world, versus grounded, strong, in control. 

No matter how you look at it, education in Afghanistan has its ups and 
downs, good views and bumps when it hits the ground!”

Marianne O’Grady takes her school ‘holidays’ to travel to Afghanistan and train 
male and female teachers in the methodologies of science—that is hope in motion!
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Karen Christie: 
Home from Kandahar

Karen Christie, Senior Analyst for 
 CIDA’s Planning Division at the 
 Afghanistan and Pakistan Task Force, 
spoke about her recent experience 
with CIDA as the education officer for 
the Provincial Reconstruction Team 
(PRT) in Kandahar. She described 
with candid detail her job there, 
 working on education and gender 
issues.  Stationed in Kandahar for 
a year, she was housed in a single 
bedroom made of a metal container. 
She worked mainly from the CIDA 
office located at the PRT, known to 
the Canadian Forces as Camp Nathan 
Smith. 

Given the extreme security concerns in 
that city, she had to carry out much of 
her work on the many CIDA projects in 
Kandahar at the PRT, in  collaboration 
with the locally engaged staff who 
were more able to go out on location. 
Meetings with Afghan authorities or 
implementing partners usually took 
place at the PRT as well. When Karen 
had to travel outside the PRT camp, 
which is about a half hour by land from 
the  Kandahar airfield, she would either 
ride in an armoured vehicle or go by 
helicopter.

It was very heart-warming to learn 
about some of CIDA’s work in 
 Kandahar, a province so endlessly 
besieged by insurgents. Karen, with her 
local colleagues, both male and female, 
and with the Provincial Department of 
Women’s Affairs, organized a market 
for women vendors every four weeks in 
what had been a fruit-canning factory. 
A market for male vendors was already 
up and running every other week.

Cont’d. page 16 

Messages of Thanks 
from our  Delegates

It was wonderful to see so many 
friends in Vancouver. It was also 

very exciting to meet new people who 
have joined our incredible national 
 organization and share the passion for 
helping Afghan women to realize their 
potential. 
      It was especially wonderful to hear 
the voices of those who have served in 
the field and experienced Afghanistan 
first hand. BUT most of all it was heart 
warming to hear from the Afghan 
women themselves. It is their voices 
we need to listen to and have guide our 
efforts.   
     Another incredible experience 
and thanks to all who made it such a 
powerful, recharging event. (I know that 
it took many hours of work for many 
people to pull this successful event off 
-- Tashakor)                 Linda, Oakville

The Vancouver workshops were 
excellent: I thought the Afghans, 

Karen Christie (CIDA), and Ryan 
Aldred (CanILF) really added so much 
 relevance and different perspectives. 
                                    Janis, Calgary

I   just want to say what a pleasure it 
was to host such a wonderful and 

diverse group of men and women… we 
look forward to seeing you again. 
    You are a passionate, dynamic 
collective, and I am very proud to be in 
such great company.

Jan, Vancouver
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Breaking Bread for 
Women in Afghanistan

This fundraising initiative managed by our CW4WAfghan volunteers is undertaken 
to provide long-term support for Afghan teachers. Funds from  Breaking Bread 
events will pay teacher salaries, literacy classes, provide teacher   training, as well 
as fund library and education resources. 

Participants in Canada host a pot-luck dinner in their home or community with the goal of 
raising $750. This was the average annual salary for teachers over the past eight years. In 
2010, Afghan teachers are being promised an increase in their wages to $120 per month. 
However, most teachers still remain  untrained and underpaid. 

Hosting a pot-luck dinner brings together friends and family and raises awareness 
of the critical role of education in giving Afghan women and girls hope for the future. 

Congratulations Canada - over $1,200,000 raised!

For more information, please visit www.CW4WAfghan.ca
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CIDA is committed to 
building or rehabilitating 50 
schools in Kandahar.
    Karen explained that 
 ideally, every school they 
built would be surrounded 
by security walls, but these 
walls cost close to half of 
what a school itself costs. 
Karen confirmed, as we 
know, that many young 
Afghan girls continue to 
come to school and are 
keen to learn despite the 
dangers surrounding them 
as school children. 

   CIDA is also working 
with the Ministry of 
Education to enhance their 
existing teacher-training 
program in Kandahar. 
A major  challenge in 
Kandahar, and elsewhere 
in Afghanistan, is having 
enough female  teachers 
to teach girls who have 
reached puberty and can 
no longer be taught by 
men. Female  teachers and 
 potential new  teachers 
were denied  education 
and  employment during 
the 5 years of Talib rule.

    Karen discussed some 
of the other barriers and 
challenges to education in 
Kandahar being a lack of 
both water and sanitation 
facilities in schools. 
     It was very clear from her 
messages, however, that the 
 major challenge  continues to 
be lack of  security. Despite 
this, the Afghan women and 
girls carry on. 
     When asked if 
women still have hope in 
Kandahar, Karen replied, 
”I think so. They are pretty 
resilient!” 

Cont’d. from page 14
Karen Christie: Home from Kandahar

Speaker Delegates (L-R):  Lauryn Oates, Karen Christie, Alaina 
Podmorow, Jamila Akberzai, Janice Eisenhauer  

with guest, Rebecca Mellett, Director of CIDA Pacific Region
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CW4WAfghan Purpose: to alleviate conditions 
of poverty in  Afghanistan through programs that 
advance  education and educational opportunities 
for women in  Afghanistan and their families; and 
to educate and increase the understanding of 
Canadians about human rights in  Afghanistan.
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Lauryn Oates: Excel-erate 
Teacher Training Program

Lauryn Oates is the CW4WAfghan 
 Project  Director and manages our Excel-
erate Teacher Training program. The 
project is funded jointly by the Canadian 
International Development Agency (CIDA) and 
 CW4WAfghan. A total of $150,000 has been 
allocated by  CW4WAfghan to this project from 
funds raised under our Breaking Bread project 
to support teachers (see page 15). Donor 
funds are matched 3:1 by CIDA for a    total 
project cost of $650,000 over two years. 

Lauryn described the progress that is being made with this ambitious teacher 
training initiative working with an Afghan partner organization and the 

CW4WAfghan office in Kabul. There are a total of eight teacher trainers on staff 
with over five hundred teachers from northern Kabul province being trained in 
2009-2010. Teacher trainees are being given an extended knowledge base in 
math, science, and social studies as well as instruction in a variety of ‘active 
learning’ teaching methods and approaches. The project also serves to rekindle 
a sense of  respect in the teaching profession and provides opportunities to 
 extend their  collaboration and learning as teachers.

Hundreds of Afghan teachers in this training program come from rural  districts 
that have had chronic shortages of teachers. Schools have few textbooks and 
very little in the way of libraries or science laboratories. The lack of adequate 
distribution of textbooks by the Ministry of Education to these schools has been 
an ongoing problem. Each of the teachers in the program will profit from a 
School Library Starter Kit and a Science Laboratory Starter Kit, which will be 
provided by this project to every school in the program, totalling 84 schools. 

Cont’d. page 19
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Messages of Thanks 
from our  Delegates

As a new member, it was truly a 
privilege to be at this conference.  

I have been so impressed with the 
ability of this room full of people to 
transcend differences in age, ethnicity, 
language, religion, political views and 
gender to work together on one focus 
of empowering and supporting others.
    Keep up the awesome work! I am 
 honored to be a part of this organization. 
                                      Helga, Edmonton

I just wanted to say what an honor 
it was to be in the same place as 

so many astounding, strong and 
i nspirational women. This entire week-
end has been one of the most enlight-
ening experiences I have ever had. 
   I am so happy that I became 
 involved with CW4WA when I did 
and look forward to working with and 
seeing all of you for many decades 
to come.  I cannot wait to see what 
amazing things we will accomplish 
together in the years to come. 
   Thank you so much to Janice, 
 Carolyn, Lauryn, Jan and all  the 
others who had a part in putting 
this weekend  together. Also,  special 
thanks to the amazing  ladies in 
 Victoria for all your hard work in 
 hosting me for the panel event there. 
Your kindness and  hospitality is much 
appreciated. Wishing you all the best.

Marjan, Vancouver

Cont’d. from page 18

The eight certified Afghan teacher 
trainers who are delivering the Excel-
 erate program have been involved from 
the start in working out the program’s 
 content. They, in turn, have had on-
going support from both experienced 
teacher-training experts, such as 
 Marianne O’Grady (see page 13) and the 
 CW4WAfghan project management team 
here in Canada, led by Lauryn Oates. 

The teacher training is implemented 
around the regular teaching day and 
does not mean teachers are  missing 
classes. Once the teachers have 
 successfully completed their six-
month training they will continue to 
enjoy a number of capacity building 
 opportunities. For example, they 
will have  access to the new Darakht 
Danesh Open  Education Resource 
Library for Afghan Educators. Darakht 
Danesh, when  translated from Dari, 
means the  ‘Knowledge Tree’. It is a free 
virtual database that provides a central 
resource of materials for the classroom 
that can be readily downloaded. 
Trainees will also be encouraged to take 
part in the ‘Best Practices Exhibition’ 
with other teachers in Kabul.

Given that most of these teachers have 
had no previous formal training and have 
had no more than high school  education, 
if that, this Excel-erate experience 
 represents a giant leap forward. It is 
a leap that should result in enormous 
impacts in the  communities, both for 
the teachers themselves and the many 
children whose  educational  experience 
will be exponentially  enriched!
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Messages of Thanks
from our Delegates

I came to the Vancouver workshops 
looking for hope; I received this and 

more. The positive and generous spirit of 
the members, the incredible energy and 
 tenacity of the leadership is nothing short 
of awe inspiring. You are part of the peace 
process we all long for. 
     Thank you. I am already looking forward 
to the next meeting and until then, we will 
continue the work here in Kingston where 
we are also blessed with strong leadership. 
                                           Reine, Kingston

 Salam to all of you: Congratulations 
on the wonderful and amazing job 

you all have done for Afghan women, men 
and their families. As an Afghan- Canadian 
woman, I wanted to express my heartfelt 
thanks to the supporters of education and 
human rights. People like you make a huge 
 difference to the lives of those in need.  
    Indeed you all are heroes. This confer-
ence had encouraged me to be stronger 
and motivated me to strive toward my 
dream to help Afghan women and girls 
reach their GOALS and not to lose HOPE. 
Thank you.                     Sayeda, Edmonton

Oakville CSAW members,  
Ann Galioto and Liz Watson sell 
goods from AWRC at the Afghan 
Marketplace

Carolyn Reicher, CW4WAfghan 
President, expressing OUR 

THANKS to Jan Cameron-Bakker, 
Vancouver Chair & Host
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One of the Government of Canada’s six priorities for moving forward on 
 Afghanistan is to help strengthen the Afghan government’s institutional 
capacity to deliver core  services and promote economic growth, thereby 
enhancing the confidence of the people of Kandahar in their government. 
Through its Education Signature Project, the Government of  Canada has 
committed $12 million to build, expand or repair 50 schools in key districts 
of Kandahar province; and build the capacity of the Ministry of  Education 
to deliver quality educational services.  Canada is  currently the lead  donor 
to the  national education programme, the  Education Quality Improvement 
 Program (EQUIP), and is also responsible for rolling out the Government 
of  Afghanistan’s  national  education strategy in Kandahar.

For more information on CIDA’s six priorities, visit: www.afghanistan.gc.ca
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Aamir Jamal: Engaging Afghan Men in Gender Equality: 
Overcoming Barriers to Girl’s Education

Aamir Jamal travelled from Calgary, Alberta to participate in the Vancouver workshops. 
Aamir is a Pashtun with a passion for women’s rights in Afghanistan and Pakistan. He 

spoke animatedly about engaging Pashtun men in areas related to gender equality in their 
communities, and how this can help to overcome the many barriers to girls’ education. Aamir 
is a doctoral candidate and teaches International Development at the University of Calgary. 
He has received many prestigious awards including the Killam Doctoral Award, the Nichola 
Goddard Graduate Award, and the International Research Award by Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA). His interest is focused on the border areas of Afghanistan and 
Pakistan; an area sometimes referred to as “Pashtunistan”. He has worked for a number of 
years in the area of community development practices among the Pashtun tribes of Pakistan. 
His current research looks at ways to overcome attitudinal barriers through the participation of 
Pashtun men in a process of dialogue.
     Aamir explains that the aim of his study is to analyze how male discourses of power 
construct barriers to girls’ education and to co-construct ways of overcoming those 
barriers through the participation of Pashtun men. The research focuses on identifying the 
contradictory ideas and stereotypes from religion, culture and politics that have shaped male 
perceptions of women’s role in education. This study concentrates on Pashtun men, who 
have the power to create obstacles to women’s education as well as remove them. Aamir 
emphasized that men are the ‘gatekeepers’ of gender initiatives, and if we do not effectively 
involve men in gender equality programs, most of our efforts will be either rejected or simply 
ignored by the community.
     Aamir describes  that  Pashtun are the largest patriarchal tribe in the world with a 
population of around 42 million. Occupying either side of the Afghanistan/Pakistan border, 
they have been unconquered for over 3,000 years. His explanation of ‘Pashtunwali’, the 
Pashtun tribal code, was at once dramatic and clear. Revenge, he noted, is very deep-
rooted in the tribal code and there is an assumption that cultural norms will be strictly 
adhered to. One of the key concepts in Pashtunwali, said Aamir, is namos which defines 
woman’s place. He quoted an ancient proverb which says: “For a woman, either the 
House or the Grave.” However, in many ways, he explained, females have a supreme 
importance in the Pashtun culture. Woman as ‘mother’ is revered, and the older woman has 
considerable authority. She participates in tribal affairs, including decision-making. At the 
same time, Purdah creates women’s seclusion and rigid gender divisions. Pashtuns marry 
early and by the age of twenty, 9 out of 10 young Afghan woman are married. Women are 

Cont’d. page 27
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Aamir Jamal with Madeliene Tarasick, 
CW4W VP from Kingston
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Fakhria Ibrahimi: CW4WAfghan Stories from Afghanistan

Fakhria Ibrahimi is a young Afghan photographer and documentary 
filmmaker with a special interest in capturing the stories of the lives of 
Afghan women. CW4WAfghan commissioned Fakhria to visit a project 
funded by Canadian donors. 
     Fakhria met with 20-year-old Parwana who is a teacher at the 
Chilsitoon Library. The Chilsitoon Library is in an under-resourced 
community of Kabul and is managed by our partner organization, the 
Afghan Women’s Resource Centre (AWRC). 

Here is an excerpt from the interview:

How did the partnership begin with your community and CW4WAfghan?
     It began with the people’s need for a library. 

Describe what an average day is like for a teacher in Afghanistan? 
     Teachers are part of the poor strata in Afghanistan. The life of Afghan 
 teachers is very difficult. We have seen teachers who do not have enough 
food to eat themselves. Nevertheless, they still come to teach their students.

How do you see the students being impacted by this project?
     CW4WAfghan’s support has led to a higher level of achievement among 
the students, by growing their knowledge. It has helped them access and 
study books, health care and many other issues. Some of the younger 
students come to read storybooks and that has helped expand their 
knowledge.

How has it affected the students’ lives, their families, and the community? 
     Once one person in a family knows something, they can convey the idea 
to others, like everyone in their family. For example, once we had some 
reading and talking about how to clean the environment. Afterwards, we 
found all the students were talking about this with their families and making 
others aware.

What successes have you seen as a result of this project? 
     I am so happy to work with this program, because I wish to serve my 
people. There is only one public library in the center of city, which is not 
near for many people. But this library helped people of this district to access 
books too. We have a lot of book readers. We have 150-200 readers coming 
to the library regularly. These include children, high school students, and 
university students (from both private and government universities). We even 
have some books that are not found in Kabul university’s own library.
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What challenges are you still facing?
     One problem is the very small space of the library, and another 
problem is the modest number of books on hands. Most people cannot pay 
membership fees to access the library, so supporting the library is hard.

What message would you like to send to Canadians who are supporting women 
in Afghanistan? 
     My message for Canadians is to ask them to keeping helping Afghan women so 
we can become independent. In this situation, widow women with 7 or 8 children 
managing their life with so many difficulties, student with low level of economy and 
so many other issues suffer Afghan women. They are in need of help.

What can we Afghans do to make a difference?
     We Afghans should have unity, make our selves 
independent, and build our identity.
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Deborah Ellis: Funding Schools in Afghanistan

DID YOU KNOW? The well-known Canadian author, Deborah Ellis first  founded 
Canadian Women for Women in Afghanistan in Toronto when the Taliban 
 captured Kabul in September 1996. Deborah went on to mentor the   co- founders 
of the Canadian organization, Janice Eisenhauer and Carolyn Reicher from 
Calgary, and together they began to establish clear goals and objectives for 
advancing human rights in Afghanistan. Deborah drew upon her skills as an 
author to raise awareness and in 2000, The Breadwinner trilogy for young adult 
readers was published by Groundwood Books.

Deb generously donated the first royalty 
 advance of $3,000 to CW4WAfghan with a 
promise to send all future royalties of The 
Breadwinner and Parvana’s Journey to 
CW4WAfghan. Some nine years later, an 
outstanding $850,000 has been received 
from these royalties. Of course, these funds 
have had a huge impact on the success of the 
CW4WAfghan network by providing the much 
needed sustainable, on-going funding for many 
projects in Afghanistan. These projects include 
six Afghan community schools, several village 
libraries, an Education Centre in Kabul, an 
orphanage and numerous literacy classes for 
Afghan women and their families.

See: www.CW4WAfghan.ca PROJECTS.
 

Deborah Ellis has traveled the world to meet with children affected by poverty, 
war, racism and illness and to hear their stories. Her fiction and non-fiction books 
give us a glimpse into the lives of children from not only Afghanistan, but also in 
areas such as Bolivia (I am a Taxi, Sacred Leaf), the Middle East (Three Wishes: 
Palestinian and Israeli Children Speak) and Southern Africa (The Heaven Shop).

See www.groundwoodbooks.com for further details.

Deborah’s book, Off To War: Voices of Soldiers’ Children is a collection of 
interviews with children of Canadian and American soldiers serving in Afghanistan 
and Iraq. After this came her book, Children of War: Voices of Iraqi Refugees, 
which was published in March 2009. Royalties from both of these books are 
donated to the Children in Crisis Fund of the International Board on Books for 
Young People. IBBY is a non-profit organization representing a network of people 
from all over the world who are committed to bringing books and children together. 
This IBBY Children in Crisis Fund is a program designed to bring books to children 
whose lives have been disrupted through war, civil disorder or natural disaster. 

See www.IBBY-Canada.org for how you can help.
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Cont’d. from page 22

not meant to be econom ically productive. 
For many, education is seen as a threat 
to the traditional role women are meant to 
play vis a vis their in-laws. Religion is an 
integral part of Pashtun culture, such that 
cultural practices are mixed with Islamic 
principles. Local politics, says Aamir, are 
feudal.
   For his PhD research, Aamir is 
running focus groups and qualitative 
interviews in the Pashtun area. He 
says he is safe to do this because he is 
known and respected for his previous 
work in community development there. 
He describes two models for looking 
at the meaning of educating girls and 
women: one is referred to as human 
capital and the other as a capability 
approach. The human capital  
model maintains that you educate a 

daughter until the cost exceeds the 
investment. It looks only at material 
effects and whether this investment 
compares positively to other possible 
investments. The capability approach, 
on the other hand, considers the 
intrinsic value of a female being 
educated. It takes into account 
factors like the growth of imagination, 
spirituality and even poetry. In other 
words, it looks at human capital from 
a considerably broader perspective. 
Aamir’s focus groups pose questions 
to men regarding their attitudes. He 
calls this process ‘Engaging Men in 
Gender Attitude Development’. 
     Beyond all this work is the wise 
assumption that men’s attitudes have 
to change before women can be 
liberated from the stringent, wholly 
domestic roles assigned them by 
Pashtunwali.

Messages of Thanks 
from our  Delegates

We are still “flying” high, although pretty tired…It is such an honour especially 
to be spending time with women from Afghanistan. I feel that the women 

and girls of Afghanistan are OUR hope. Their courage, sense of humour, deter-
mination and a sweetness of spirit...I am in tears yet again. We must carry on in 
whatever way we can to work together with our Afghan sisters. 
   It was also such an honour to meet each of you. Sometimes we feel adrift on our 
beautiful little Vancouver Island. Now I know how “close” and accessible you all 
are….I miss you all so much. And yet your spirit stays with me.

Ruth, Victoria

I was greatly energized, inspired and affirmed by all sessions. The speakers and 
panel members were all terrific. I greatly enjoyed the venue (thanks so much, 

Jan et al). Now, it’s time to process and absorb--and keep on going. 
   Our Afghan guests...greatly appreciated and so inspiring. Janice and  Carolyn, 
thanks so much for the continued powerful leadership not only for the  Vancouver 
experience but for the organization overall. And, of course, Lauryn stands out so 
much for her wisdom and for her take on what is going on in  Afghanistan and a 
strong voice for us and for the country.
      We so much enjoyed the chance to interact with everyone there, to catch 
up and affirm our common goal: to improve the lives of girls and women 
in  Afghanistan. Thanks to all for their contributions to another great public 
 engagement workshop series!                                                  Madeliene, Kingston
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Nestled in a green valley in eastern 
 Afghanistan, sits a cluster of villages that 
take advantage of the shade and breeze 
offered by the surrounding mountains. 
The area is unusually lush for Afghanistan, 
and a rich array of fruits, nuts, herbs and 
vegetables grows there, from apricots and 
almonds to wild sage and green apples. 
It is a beautiful place, and the people who 
live there have long harboured a dream. 
They want a school for girls. 

After much lobbying, the government 
finally built a boy’s high school for their 

area. The villagers felt it would take 
another lifetime before they would ever 
win a girls’ high school. In the meantime, 
they had a 0% literacy rate among the 
girls and women in their villages. They 
knew this was crippling not only to the 
women and their families, but to the 
entire community. 

When two women from CW4WAfghan 
ended up in the area for a picnic with an 
Afghan friend who hailed from the valley, 
they found themselves in an impromptu 
brainstorming session with the village 
elders. Standing in a circle under the 
shade of a mulberry orchard as the 
plump berries fell all around and children 
climbed in the trees, the issue of the low 
literacy rates came up. Discussing the 
problem, an alternative to a high school 
was proposed: a community library. 
One man, who owned some land and 
had just built a new house there, offered 
the first floor of his home for the library. 
CW4WAfghan offered to provide funds 
to buy the books and to support a salary 
for a literacy teacher. 

From Readers in Canada to Readers in Afghanistan: 
The Story of the Dara Village Library

The story of Dara Library is one example of a project that exists thanks 
to the support from royalties donated by Canadian award-winning 
 author, Deborah Ellis. In March 2001, Groundwood Books published 
three inspiring novels by  Deborah Ellis for young adults called: The 
Breadwinner, Parvana’s Journey and Mud City. These stories have 
helped thousands of Canadian youth and adults find inspiration and 
humanity through the adventures of young Parvana in her homeland, 
Afghanistan (see page 26). And now they have also helped nurture 
readers in rural Afghanistan, giving the gift of literacy and books. This 
gift has truly changed lives and will continue to positively influence life 
in Dara village for generations to come.



Two months later, the library in Dara village opened (Dara means ‘valley’ in 
Dari). Shelves were up, lined with books. An Afghan women’s organization 
based in the capital of Kabul, which runs small libraries for girls, was invited to 
come to Dara village and train a local woman in basic librarianship. A woman 
from a nearby village was recruited to be a literacy teacher and 17 girls and 
women enrolled in the valley’s first ever literacy class for women and girls. The 
number of students grew and it wasn’t long before the village saw a sharp rise 
in its literacy rates. Impressed, the men of Dara soon came to CW4WAfghan 
with a proposal: they wanted their own literacy class. Shortly thereafter, a 
men’s literacy class was launched in the boys’ high school in the evenings. 

On any given day, over 100 books 
are usually signed out of the 
library in an area where the entire 
surrounding population barely 
exceeds 1,000 people. A group 
of mullahs is often found reading 
there, and they have been known 
to praise the library in their Friday 
sermons at the  local mosque, 
encouraging people to use the 
library. 

Access to books and literacy 
learning is, and will continue to 
have a profound impact on all 
aspects of life in Dara village. 
Women who are literate can 
open small businesses, apply 
for micro-credit loans, and read 
about ways to improve livestock 
and agricultural practices. They 
can teach others how to read, 
learn about good nutrition, health 
care and child-rearing practices. 

When adult women are literate, 
their daughters tend to go to school, halting the cycle of girls’ illiteracy, early 
marriage and lack of power. Literate women have more influence within their 
households and communities. And as we have already seen in Dara village, literate 
women can inspire men to be literate too!
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“I have never witnessed a commitment to education that 
 powerful anywhere else on earth, or a will as strong as  Afghans’ 
to overcome the past.  It’s something worth defending.”

Lauryn Oates  

library entrance
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R yan Aldred: The Afghan Canadian 
Community Centre in Kandahar

Ryan Aldred is the President of the Canadian International Learning  Foundation 
(CanILF) in Ottawa. CanILF provides and promotes education for students in 
 areas affected by poverty, war, and illness. He and Andrea Caverly run the 
Afghan Canadian Community Centre (ACCC) in Kandahar from their offices in 
Ottawa, while the Centre’s on-the-ground director, Ehsanullah Ehsan, is full-time 
at the Centre in Kandahar. The model for the Centre is that of community led 
development, where the project develops out of community needs and is run with 
community leadership but gets business planning support and financial resources 
from external sources.

The ACCC opened in January, 2007 and was situated in a 10 room house which 
Ehsan had tracked down in a fairly safe neighbourhood of Kandahar. The ACCC  
began with no signage and a small group of students but word soon spread in 
residential Kandahar. Within a few months there were more than 300 students! 
Ryan explained that they received a lot of help from the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) with their business planning. CIDA has been 
 involved since 2008 and is now the main funder. The Southern Alberta Institute 
of Technology (SAIT) has also taken a major interest in the school and given 
it considerable support. The Kandahar Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) 
has provided computers to the school and women are able to enroll via online 
business management studies at SAIT. In fact, Ehsan recently received an 
honorary degree from SAIT for his accomplishments in the school and on behalf 
of the graduates of the programme.                                                    Cont’d. page 31

Messages of Thanks 
from our  Delegates

I came home to work in my garden and around the house...back to my routine. 
Only not...I am richer and much more hopeful now than I was.  I have a much 

stronger feeling that our actions are causing reactions..much like that proverbial 
pebble thrown into a still pond.  Have a dinner, send a cheque, allow a child 
school access and hope, allow her parents hope and access to her lessons, the 
village feels a change in the wind. My sense of commitment is so much stronger 
after the weekend. 
     The other change in my routine is having a number of you visit me as I pull a 
weed or wash a glass. So many moving, determined, passionate little women, 
women and men with such experiences to share. It is one thing to read the 
accounts--a whole other thing to be in the same room. The memory of your faces 
and your accounts will stay with me a long time!! 
     This was my first exposure to most of you and I like you A LOT...each of you is 
a force to be dealt with and I admire you terrifically!

Ann, Vancouver

“Peace building happens in primary 
classes, in teacher training rooms, not 
in diplomatic talks and the  signing of 
treaties.”  
                        CW4WAfghan Panelist
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Ryan Aldred, ACCC Cont’d. from page 30

In early 2009 Ryan and Andrea, with 
some of their friends, founded the 
 Afghan School Project to provide 
further financial support. The school is 
now housed in a 15 room building; they 
are able to accommodate 300 students 
at a time, and a total of 1,000 students 
are enrolled--more than one-half are 
women! Most of these students are 
funded by CIDA. The school now has 
70 computers and is provided with   hi-
speed internet by Roshan, the leading 
GSM cellular service in Afghanistan.

The school runs a separate evening 
program for men for which the students 
themselves pay for the instruction. 
All programs at the school are 
technology-based and oriented toward 
employment. Students are taught 

business practices, computer skills 
and English through  online programs 
from SAIT. They are also connected 
with another online Canadian school 
program that  offers math, science, 
English, and civics.

Ryan also emphasizes the importance 
of providing security in Kandahar. In 
this regard, he explains how providing 
transportation for students to get to the 
school safely has been very important, 
and has allowed many more students 
to avail themselves of this enormous 
 educational opportunity.

The Afghan Canadian 
Community Centre

Kandahar, Afghanistan
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Little Women for Little Women in Afghanistan 
presents Speakers’ Bureau and “Through Our Eyes”

Members of Little Women for Little Women in Afghanistan (LW4LW) proudly and 
skillfully ran a special workshop for the Vancouver delegates, engaging them 
in fun, interactive activities and discussions about human rights in Afghanistan. 
Three of the young “Littles”, as they are fondly called, Alaina Podmorow,  Cassandra 
Hinchliffe and Amelia Leonard, were in attendance. They gave a very effective 
presentation to demonstrate a new project being launched in the first half of 2010 
with funding through CIDA. 
    This new project that Alaina calls, “A Little Goes a Long Way”, is a Speakers’ 
Bureau for twelve girls ages 9 to 12 years. These youth will be trained to give 
public presentations for LW4WA in select cities across  Canada. Their goal is to 
become skilled public speakers and be able to engage other youth and adults. 
Each of the twelve girls will have the opportunity to be actively involved in the 
ongoing activities of Little Women and to make good use of their new skills. 
Vancouver workshop delegates gave full marks to the girls for their excellent 
workshop and appreciated the opportunity to watch the youth in action.
    The Littles also displayed their exhibit, “Through Our Eyes” at the workshops in 
Vancouver. The exhibit consists of 21 posters of photo poetry montages of Afghan 
girls and LW4LW members. The exhibit visually and poetically express the many 
connections and similarities between LW4LW members and Afghan girls
     This exhibit had its genesis, appropriately enough, at ArtWalk in Lake Country 
in September, 2008 when Alaina Podmorow, founder of Little Women, and her 
mother, Jamie, attended a workshop given by retired teacher, Jenelle Mitchell on 
the concept of poetry written about a piece of art. During the workshop Alaina 
began to envision writing poems inspired by the photographs of young schoolgirls 
who are connected with one of our projects in Afghanistan. From that one idea 
Alaina and Jamie conceptualized a collection of pictures from Afghanistan with 
a connection to the pictures of the Little Women taken at various events, and 

with the help of many talented and 
generous individuals in the Okanagan 
area, the photo poetry montage 
posters were created.
     The melding of the pictures was 
developed under the direction of photo-
grapher and digital artist, Christian 
Reiner. He spoke of the importance 
of art to enhance the work of LW4LW: 
“These visual montages for LW4LW 
are dear to me, because the  emotional 
and spiritual side of connectedness 
can be at least hinted at and sometimes 
a very strong bond can be conveyed.”

Cont’d. page 33

‘The Littles’ presenting their 
Vancouver workshop
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Now Available: 
New Book Edition: “Through Our Eyes”
www.LittleWomenForLittleWomen.com

“The Afghan children must learn to read and have the chance to grow 
in safety. They, one day, will take over the machinery of state. The 
only way for that to happen is to give them food to eat and a safe 
home--a place that is secure from the elements, secure from violence, 
secure from fear. They need assurances that they are not going to be 
abandoned by the people of the world again.”

CW4WAfghan Panelist

Board of Directors and Officers
 

Carolyn Reicher, President                        Irene MacDonald
Janis Rapchuk, Secretary                         Jamie Podmorow
Madeliene Tarasick, Vice-President           Deborah Alexander
Penny Christensen, Treasurer                     Roya Rahmani
Linda Middaugh                                        Carrie Rowlandson

Executive Director:                                 Project Director:
Janice Eisenhauer                                    Lauryn Oates

Cont’d. from page 32
     The young girls from the Davidson Road 
Elementary, Lake Country, BC  chapter of Little 
Women wrote the poetry. They created their 
poems during a  series of poetry workshops 
taught by Jenelle Mitchell. After viewing 
the photo montages, the girls immediately 
responded in writing with the heartfelt poetry. 
This connectedness came from their hearts and 
through eyes--a glimpse into the lives of young 
Afghan girls.
     Alaina expresses this idea of the 
connectedness as: “Girls in Afghanistan are 
just like me and my friends.”  When signing the 
LW4LW guestbook, a participant also expressed 
her  appreciation of the girls’ actions: “Little by 
Little you will succeed.”



Karen Christie:  Who 
amongst us would be here 
doing the work we are 
doing if we hadn’t learned 
to read and write?   From 
my  experience, I see two 
issues: education and 
gender equality. 
   It is all about power and 
where power resides. Sadly, 
in Afghanistan there is one 
gender that fears they will 
lose so much if they give 
up their exclusive powers. 
We need to educate men 
to have them see that 
 education for all is a ‘win/
win’  situation. Our  society 
has been through this 
process too, and it wasn’t 
that long ago that North 
 American women didn’t have 
the same rights as men. 
   The Canadian International 
Development Agency 
(CIDA) in Kandahar has 
three signature projects; 
they all center on education. 
It is very  important that we 
engage Afghans in the work 
of turning things around. 
Our projects need to be 

what Afghans themselves 
want to have done. 
    For CW4WAfghan, build 
upon communications and 
media. Get the word out 
about what you are  doing, 
what Afghan women are 
 accomplishing with the help of 
Canadian effort and money.

Qudsia Karimi:  Who 
are the Taliban? They 
have existed for decades, 
not just the last 10-15 
years. Think of Taliban as 
a state of mind not merely 
a man with a dark beard 
and turban and dirty 
clothes. And, they can 
be men or women. They 
don’t want women to be 

educated; they don’t want 
them to have rights. They 
are all over the world. How 
do we ‘Taliban-proof’ the 
world? 
   And for CW4WAfghan, 
keep up the good work! We 
need to educate ourselves 
more about the culture 
of the Afghans, the tribal 
problems and other issues.

Lauryn Oates:  Peace 
building happens in primary 
classes, in teacher training 
rooms, not in diplomatic 
talks and the signing 
of treaties.  As Qudsia 
has said, ‘Taliban’ is a 
state of mind and it is not 
just in Afghanistan. The 
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Panel Members:
Karen Christie   Qudsia Karimi   Lauryn Oates   Marianne O’Grady   Roya Rahmani

The panel was eloquently moderated by Linda Middaugh, CW4WAfghan Board 
Member and Director of CSAW (Oakville). She opened the discussion with:  “Recently 
the president of the International Board on Books for Young People (IBBY),  Patricia 
 Aldana, suggested that the international community along with Afghanistan could 
 ‘Taliban-proof’ Afghanistan by teaching children to read.” Discuss this statement and 
give examples from field experiences, where possible, to illustrate your views. Linda 
also posed the  question: “What should be the priority for CW4WAfghan in 2010?” 
The following is a brief  synopsis of points made by the panelists:

CW4WAfghan Panel Discussion:  
Moving Education Forward to Advance Peace and Security



conservative madrassas 
are a big breeding ground 
and an environment 
of violent men. There 
is widespread sexual 
abuse by these men in 
madrassas. Kids end 
up there because their 
parents can’t feed them. 
They go there and get free 
education and food, but 
they are Taliban training 
camps. What they learn 
there is memorization of 
the Qu’ran and how to 
use guns. The failure of 
Pakistan’s public school 
system has played a big 
part in the growth of the 
Taliban in Pakistan and 
Afghanistan.
   There is a huge need for 
children’s literature in the 
local languages. Culturally 
appropriate local publishing 
needs to be encouraged.
   For CW4WAfghan, it is 
very important that we look 
closely at the availability of 
books for Afghan schools, 
for teacher training, for 
literacy programs. For 
some reason the Ministry 
of Education is not getting 
books distributed and 
this is a very big concern, 
a severe constraint 
on  effective teaching. 
Reading groups need to 
be formed in Afghanistan. 
There needs to be an 
enlargement of print and 
electronic resources for 
schools and libraries. We 
need to take a step back 
and reflect. We mustn’t 
give up hope--change is 
happening all the time.

Marianne O’Grady:   I 
approach this question as 
a teacher of reading who 
loves to observe and track 
how young people pose 
 questions about the world 
around them. These young 
people are scientists in the 
making; they ask  questions 
like “What makes one 
rock good for building and 
 another one not good?”  In 
North  America we tend 
to  socialize this kind of 
inquiry out of children. In 
 Afghanistan I see children 
and adults who begin to 
read asking these  questions. 
People who don’t know 
how to read accept what is 
around them and get dulled 
down. They don’t continue to 
ask questions.
   In Afghanistan, if you learn 
to read you can help your 
family.  Reading leads people 
to ask more and more 
 sophisticated  questions, 
including  questions about 
the world around them. 
This  threatens the Taliban 
because they want to be in 
charge.
   To CW4WAfghan 
members, some advice: 
when tired and stressed, get 
a massage! It’s important 
to rejuvenate. Support the 
purchase of science kits 
for secondary schools in 
Afghanistan. That is, we 
need to build understanding 
and have it replace the 
rote-style of learning. 
CW4WAfghan members 
‘Break bread’ and LW ‘break 
cake’--for microscopes and 
hand lenses!

Roya Rahmani: It is not 
only the Taliban, but also the 
ex-warlords who are now 
the governors who are the 
problem.  Education is the 
way to ‘Taliban proof’ the 
 country, but it will take time.
   The children must learn to 
read and have the chance 
to grow in safety. Then, one 
day, they will take over the 
machinery of state. The 
only way for that to happen 
is to give them the food to 
eat and a safe home--a 
place that is secure from 
the  elements, secure from 
 violence, secure from fear. 
They need assurances that 
they are not going to be 
abandoned by the people of 
the world.  
   Education is the only 
way to Taliban-proof, 
and misogyny-proof 
 Afghanistan. We need 
to extend the school 
years beyond the primary 
years and make teaching 
 resources available. There 
are  currently some 60,000 
high school graduates per 
year in Afghanistan, but 
the university can only take 
in 12,000. What about all 
the rest?   Security cannot 
do it alone. We need also 
 construction, development 
and education.
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Messages of Thanks 
from Our Delegates

When I attend a national event now, I 
no longer feel like I am working with 

strangers. The w onderful feeling of seeing 
‘friends’ again lets me pick up just where 
we left off last year and the work proceeds. 
The willingness to share experiences and 
feelings in an open, non-threatening setting 
rejuvenates and stimulates me to continue 
with  enthusiasm our  chapter work.

Marg, Kingston

To the Women, Men, “Littles’, and many 
Exceptional Speakers who provided me 

with an extraordinary  experience....For the 
second year in a row, I have been privileged 
to attend National Workshops funded by 
CIDA and hosted by CW4WAfghan.  The 
 Vancouver event was inspiring, educational 
and totally engaging. Thank you to Janice & 
Carolyn for their leadership, to Jan and the 
Vancouver Chapter for their  hospitality and 
planning and to the many wonderful speakers 
for their emotional, insightful and educational 
presentations!   
   I was moved to see and hear first hand the 
results of the efforts made by those who work 
tirelessly with total dedication and passion to 
ensure the success of the many  projects that 
 contribute to the well-being and  education of 
women & girls in  Afghanistan.

Ruth, Oakville
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Our education efforts are essential to safeguard  human 
rights for Afghan women and to  address the extreme 

 poverty and legacy of oppression in their country.  



Ca n a d i a n Wo m e n fo r Wo m e n i n afg h a n i s ta n
National Office: PO Box 86016 Marda Loop 
Calgary, AB  T2T 6B7  Tel: 1 403 244-5625

www.CW4WAfghan.ca

Contact Us:  Please contact a chapter in your area to learn about local activities and 
how you can volunteer  towards our goal of advancing education in Afghanistan. 

NATIONAL: 
Info@CW4WAfghan.ca
Membership@CW4WAfghan.ca
BreakingBread@CW4WAfghan.ca
ForEducators@CW4WAfghan.ca

CHAPTERS/AFFILIATES:
Atlantic@CW4WAfghan.ca
Calgary@CW4WAfghan.ca
Edmonton@CW4WAfghan.ca
Kingston@CW4WAfghan.ca
Manitoba@CW4WAfghan.ca
Oakville@CW4WAfghan.ca
Okanagan@CW4WAfghan.ca
Info@lit t lewomeforlit t lewomen.com
Ottawa@CW4WAfghan.ca
Peterborough@CW4WAfghan.ca
Vancouver@CW4WAfghan.ca
Victoria@CW4WAfghan.ca
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Web s i te:  w w w.CW4WAfghan.ca

Canadians can foster change in the world.
Be a part of the global ef fort for justice and human rights.


